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Wholesaler of computer software programsWe offer extreme sofware solutions for

extreme real estate profesionals!DIGITAL OFFICE 5.0 RESIDENTIAL SUITE- 2,600

Smart action contracts, flyers, tools, newsletters, brochures, and more!This

incredible real estate suite includes: contracts, forms, flyers, tools, newsletters,

brochures, work-papers, manuals, guides, automated slide shows, data-access

portals, realty logos/clip-art and more. Acrobatä¥¸t-fillable forms have interactive

action features like automated math, and Acrobat users can tailor it to suit by:

changing tree-menu folders, form organization, text, images, logos or importing

new forms and more. Unquestionably the largest digital PDF form collection on the

planet!TOOLMASTER 6.0 PRODUCTIVITY ROCKET FUEL - 766 PDF digital Real Estate

tools and business forms with smart interactive features! Professionally drafted

electronic smart forms and digital tools, that will blast your daily productivity into

the stratosphere! Forms you presently use everyday recreated into high-tech

Acrobaté®´eractive electronic format. Stop tedious hand completing forms on a

daily basis, and step-up to text-fillable worksheets, flyers, market value reports,

marketing proposals, listing plans, ad headlines, personal marketing resume, press

release, highlight sheets, market surveys, market analysis, brokers price opinions,

marketing calendars, property features flyers, automated slide shows, newsletters.

Unlike most software, Acrobat smart forms appear on your screen, the same way

they do on paper, but with text entry fields, hot-spot links, check mark boxes, auto

math, and more!INTERNET MASTER INFORMATION TOOL - Automatically search the

worldwide web for Real Estate information, valuations, data records and more! If

you work in the real estate, profession, this amazing automatic data search and

retrieval software will simply revolutionize how you do business! Features

12-Control panels with 240-preset Internet links connections leading to incredibly

valuable real estate data and information. Control panels are specifically created for                                                page 1 / 2



cutting-edge top producers, who know the value of technology and confidential real

estate information. Select from a variety of control panel buttons with free hot-links

to: official property tax records, last sold price, comparable property valuations

(CMA) report data, education, government portals, calculators, cities, counties,

service professionals, neighborhood data, Plat maps, foreclosed homes search

portals, demographics, reverse directories, and other links. Real world tested, this

software will makes accessing valuable Internet data a breeze. Save time searching

for just the right data by using this comprehensive Internet connection panels

collection. 
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